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MANDY MARTIN   BIOGRAPHICAl DeTAIlS

Born 1952, Adelaide, Australia.

Mandy Martin is a practicing artist who has held numerous exhibitions in Australia, 

Mexico and the uSA. She has also been exhibited in, France, Germany, Japan, 

Taiwan and Italy. Her works are in many public and private collections including 

the National Gallery of Australia and many Victorian collections including the 

National Gallery of Victoria, Heide Museum of Contemporary Art, Banyule Art 

Collection, Bendigo Art Gallery, R.M.I.T., Joshua McClelland Print Room, university 

of Melbourne Gallery, Victoria, laTrobe Valley Arts Centre, Michell endowment, 

National Gallery of Victoria  and the Warrnambool Collection,  In the uSA she is 

represented in the Guggenheim Museum New York; the los Angeles Museum of 

Contemporary Art and many private collections.

She lives in the Cowra region of New South Wales, Australia.

1972-1975 Studied at the South Australian School of Art

1978-2003 lecturer at the School of Art, Australian National university

2003-2007 Fellow of Australian National university

2008 Adjunct Professor Fenner School of environment and Society, 

 Australian National university 

Her last collaborative environmental project was Strata: Deserts Past, Present and 

Future. An environmental Project about a Significant Cultural Place. Co-edited with 

libby Robin and Mike Smith.  It was launched with an exhibition of Ikuntji artists 

and Mandy Martin at Araluen Arts Centre, Alice Springs, June-July 2005

Currently Mandy Martin is working with a diverse group of researchers and 

stakeholders on a book co-edited by libby Robin and Chris Dickman, titled 

Desert Channels. The Impulse to Conserve. The accompanying exhibition will tour 

regional and city venues in NSW and Queensland.
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MANDY MARTIN   WANDeReRS IN THe DeSeRT OF THe ReAl 2009

Mandy Martin is a deeply subversive artist, as are all serious romantic painters, 

which is to say her work is all about individual hope posited against collective 

despair, beauty against terror, and making you feel something first in the pit of 

your stomach before you have time to think about it. The results are paintings that 

often make people weak in the knees, which is exactly the correct response when 

confronted by the sublime.

Martin started as printmaker, the strong lines and blocks of color in her silkscreened 

images lending themselves readily in posters and prints to various political causes 

of the 1960’s and 70’s. A demonstrative eye and a feisty attitude towards the 

status quo are still visible in her industrial landscapes painted during the mid-

1980s, the intense hues and angular geometries of mining operations and power 

stations a problematic presence in a severely rucked up land. In the 1990s her 

travels increasingly took her away from the industrial infrastructure of the coastline 

between Sydney and Adelaide, and out into the desert. Her paintings, which had 

often taken a wide-angle view of her subjects, became even more panoramic. 

language from the early explorers was inscribed in land and sky, and her palette 

downshifted into ochres and muted desert tones, the pigments literally imbued 

with the minerals found at her feet.

The artist was also exploring the romantic sublime tradition in european painting 

in the work of artists such as Salvator Rosa (1615-1673). These were not merely 

theoretical or historical concerns for her, and in 1997 her investigations took her 

to Italy, where among other things she retraced Rosa’s celebrated journey through 

umbria. What Martin gained from looking at european artists such as Rosa, J.M.W. 

Turner (1775-1851), and the French painter Nicolas Poussin (1594-1665) was 

confirmation that paint and theme handled boldly could take her beyond political 

statements and into the far more powerful realm of mythology. 

Martin also travelled increasingly across Australia’s pastoral properties and into 

the drylands. In 1995 she traveled around the Murray-Darling Basin and began 

to assemble firsthand knowledge of how pastoral practices collided with a fragile 

continent. She brought together teams of experts in the sciences and humanities 

to set up deep field camps for days at a time, projects which produced a series of 

exhibitions and catalogues that are models for interdisciplinary studies.

She discovered that the arid lands we call deserts are hardly deserted by life, while 

the landscapes we create through strip mining and clear cutting are often genuinely 

barren lands. Wanderers in the Desert of the Real, which since 2008 has become 

an over-arching rubric for many of her paintings, is thus a complicated issue. A 

real desert can be the flat and supremely blank lake eyre in a dry decade--or the 

charred suburbs of Melbourne. Her wanderers might include the explorer-artist 

ludwig Becker accompanying Burke and Wills--or an iceberg stained red by the 

sand blown hundreds of miles across the ocean from the Channel Country. 

The turbulent brushwork deployed by the romantic artists was a fine metaphorical 

match for disruptive human interactions Martin observed in the Australian 

landscape, and from that trope she developed a signature style that brought together 

her idealism, graphic strengths, kinship with land, and the physical power of her 

own brushstrokes. You can track this evolution through both her industrial and 

natural landscapes. Her geometricized and unpeopled scenes first gain emotional 

expression in her vivacious handling of paint, and the incorporation of diary entries. 

Then, during the last decade, she begins to situate us, or our surrogates in the 

picture, firmly within a world that is both natural and artifactual. We find ourselves 

wandering through the termite mounds of spinifex country, or fleeing clouds of 

falling ash between the cooling towers of the power plant at Wallerawang. But 

behind the termite mounds we might find the rusting shells of abandoned cars; 

above her powerhouses rise cloudscapes so solid they could be mountain ranges. 

Increasingly, we find the two worlds penetrating one another: the natural and the 

artifactual, the world of the painting and our own world.

Wanderers in the Desert of the Real: Wallerawang Powerstation is the keystone 

in her recent work. The gigantic cooling towers of the left and right canvases--the 

real desert--threaten to bury the small figure fleeing in the middle one under falls 

of ash--or paint. If we had to choose a contemporary image to equal Caspar David 

Freidrich’s Wanderer Above the Sea of Fog, that apex romantic painting from 1818, 

this would be it. Where Friedrich’s ranger stands elevated above the clouds to 

contemplate an infinite nature, Martin’s anonymous figure is overwhelmed by the 

outpourings of the towering industrial structures, an entirely manmade fog. 

Martin has now gone where few artists are allowed, into that mythic realm where 

it is possible to understand our lives in a landscape by looking at a painting of it. 

That’s both the most natural and the most artifactual accomplishment of all, and 

it’s good to know that the world still has a tough and smart enough romantic artist 

able to pull it off.

William l. Fox, September, 2009

William l. Fox is Director for the Center for Art and environment at the Nevada 

Museum of Art. His most recent book is  Aereality: On the World from Above.
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Wanderers in the Desert of the Real: Aftermath  2009   
 ochre, pigment and oil on linen  100 x 150 cm
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